Early History of Wine in Washington State
Washington’s first grapes were planted at Fort Vancouver by the Hudson’s Bay Company
in 1825. The early history of the Washington wine industry can be traced to the
introduction of Cinsault grapes by Italian immigrants to the Walla Walla region. By 1910,
wine grapes were growing in many areas of the state, following the path of early settlers.
French, German and Italian immigrants pioneered the earliest plantings. Hybrid varieties
arrived in nurseries in the Puget Sound region as early as 1854, and by 1860 wine grapes
were planted in the Walla Walla Valley.
Large-scale irrigation, fueled by runoff from the melting snowcaps of the Cascade
Mountains, began in eastern Washington in 1903, unlocking the dormant potential of the
land and its sunny, arid climate. Italian and German varietals were planted in the Yakima
and Columbia Valleys and wine grape acreage expanded rapidly in the early part of the
20th century. In 1910, the first annual Columbia River Valley Grape Carnival was held in
Kennewick.
By 1914, important vineyards had sprung up in the Yakima Valley—most notably the
vineyards of W.B. Bridgman of Sunnyside. Muscat of Alexandria vines on Snipes
Mountain dating to 1917 are still producing and are considered the oldest in the state.
Like many areas in the U.S., Washington’s wine industry was severely curtailed by
Prohibition in 1919. It would be 1933 before Prohibition was repealed and although
commercial production returned it was small, slow growing and focused on low-quality
Concord varietals in the cool, wet western half of the state. At the end of Prohibition the
first bonded winery in the Northwest was founded on Puget Sound’s Stretch Island. By
1938 there were 42 wineries located throughout the state.
Recent History
The roots of the modern Washington wine industry can be traced to the middle of the 20th
century when a group of professors from the University of Washington turned their home
winemaking operation into a commercial endeavor and founded Associated Vintners
(later renamed Columbia Winery) and focused on producing premium wines. The first
commercial-scale plantings began in the 1960s. The efforts of the earliest producers,
predecessors to today’s Columbia The Nawico and Pommerelle wineries were merged
into a new winery that would eventually become Chateau Ste. Michelle.
Winery and Chateau Ste. Michelle, attracted the attention of wine historian Leon Adams.
Adams in turn introduced pioneering enologist Andre Tchelistcheff to Chateau Ste.
Michelle. It was Tchelistcheff who helped guide Chateau Ste. Michelle’s early efforts and
mentored modern winemaking in this state. In 1988, Chateau Ste Michelle was named
"Best American Winery". The 1970s ushered in a period of expansion, with early
vineyards being planted in the Columbia Gorge, Walla Walla and Red Mountain areas.

Throughout the rest of the 20th century, the wine world discovered a new aspect of
Washington wines with each passing decade starting with Rieslings and Chardonnays in
the 1970s, the Merlot craze of the 1980s and the emergence of Cabernet Sauvignon and
Syrah in the 1990s. The resulting rapid expansion of the industry in the mid‘70s is now
rivaled by today’s breakneck pace, where a new winery opens nearly every 30 days.
The grape variety Merlot, in particular, proved to be very popular among consumers. The
Washington Wine Commission made the marketing of the state's Merlot a focus, putting
Washington in prime position to capitalize on the new "Merlot craze". Plantings of the
varietal increased more than fivefold and Washington Merlots were featured prominently
on restaurant wine lists across the country. From there producers went on to experiment
with success on varieties and blends as the Washington Wine industry steadily grew.
Until recently, there has been very little clonal diversity among the grape varieties grown
in Washington. This has led to some critics, noting a monotone tendency in some
Washington wines that limit their quality and subtlety. Along with many other New World
wine regions, viticulture in Washington is highly mechanized with nearly 80% of each
year's harvest being mechanically harvested. To accommodate the machine harvest,
vineyard rows are widely spaced and usually trained in bilateral cordons.
The large Columbia Valley American Viticultural Area (AVA), established in 1984, covers
almost one fourth of the state and crosses over the border into Oregon. Within this large
AVA are several smaller AVAs including the Ancient Lakes, Horse Heaven Hills,
Rattlesnake Hills, Red Mountain, Snipes Mountain, Wahluke Slope, Walla Walla and
Yakima Valley AVAs.
Of the region's 11.5 million acres (4.65 million hectares), only 16,670 acres (6,750 ha)
were planted as of 2008. The boundaries of the AVA extend south from the Okanagan
wilderness and include most of the Columbia River Basin extending east along the Snake
River to the Idaho border. Many of the Columbia Valley's vineyards are planted along a
broad, semi-arid plateau at altitudes of 1,000-2,000 feet (300–600 meters).
Climate in Washington State for Wine Production
The climate of the Columbia is continental, like most of Eastern Washington, though a
wide range of microclimates exists. The area sees anywhere from 1,240 to 1,440 degree
days Celsius with most of these microclimates falling into classifications of Regions I and
II on the Winkler scale of heat summation. On average the Columbia Valley sees over
300 cloudless days per year and experiences no more than 15 inches (380 mm) of rainfall.
Advantages
 While the growing season is slightly shorter from beginning to end than more southerly
wine regions, the number of sun hours received in Washington is equal due to
incredibly long days at such high latitude – receiving 16 hours of sun at the summer

solstice. There is sun 300 days a year. The angle of the sun is similar to the great wine
regions of Northern Europe, as they share similar latitudes.
 Washington is one of the highest latitude wine regions in the world. Similar areas
elsewhere tend to be on the cusp of cool, rainy weather in the spring and fall, making
viticulture difficult – especially at sensitive times like harvest. Eastern Washington is
dry enough to be categorized as a Continental Semi-Desert. The majestic north south
running Olympic and Cascade Mountain ranges in the Western portion of the state
combine to stop the clouds rolling in off of the Pacific Ocean - known as a Rain
Shadow Effect. Eastern Washington is the highest latitude wine region to experience
this phenomenon in the New World. Only 7 to 12 inches rain fall in Eastern Washington
during the growing season, and 35 to 38 inches in Western Washington.

 Common vineyard fungal disease such as oidium (powdery mildew), peronosperal
(downy mildew) and grey/black rot require a humid environment. Due to its arid
climate, Eastern Washington is remarkably fungus free; as a result, very few
chemical based anti-fungicides are required, leading to sustainable vineyard
practices that leave vibrant, healthy, lively soils and water sources.
 Washington has the good fortune of having incredible water sources to rely on for
irrigation in such an arid region. This allows absolute control as to when the vine
is given moisture and how much is given, which contributes to grape ripeness, lack
of sugar dilution, canopy management and dehydration controls at vital moments
during its growth. Growers employ state of the art technology such as Neutron
Probes, Troxler Readings and Tensiometers to monitor and apply irrigation when
necessary.
 The Columbia Basin benefits from snow melt runoff. The massive Columbia River
in Eastern Washington is the most obvious example, combining the Cascades,
Rockies and Blue Mountains runoff to the 15th largest river in the United States at
1,214 miles in length. Underground aquifers run through levels of basalt lava flow,
and can be tapped via wells for water reservoirs. World class, technologically

controlled/timed irrigation systems are utilized to influence the growth of many
vineyards. Viticulture in Washington State is deeply influenced by the use of
irrigation and the water rights associated with suitable vineyard land.
 Consistently warm daytime air and soil temperatures during the growing season
are critical to producing the grape varieties that Washington State specializes in,
helping with the physiological ripening - including skin color, skin and pulp texture,
seed color and texture, tannins and other flavor compounds. Cold (though not
freezing – see “Vital Issues” at the end of this section) during the winter months
are ideal for vine dormancy, allowing the plant to rest and restore.
 Average daytime high vineyard air temperatures for June 1 to October 15: 78
degrees Fahrenheit. During the all-important August/September months, that
climbs slightly higher to 84 degrees Fahrenheit.
 Average daytime high temperatures for December 1 to March 1: 32 degrees
Fahrenheit. In addition to allowing proper dormancy, these cold winter
temperatures kill many vineyard diseases carrying pests such as phylloxera,
moths, mites and nematodes. This makes Washington vineyards remarkably pest
free. As a result, very few chemical based pesticides are required, leading to
sustainable vineyard practices that leave vibrant, healthy, lively soils and water
sources.
 One of the greatest natural phenomena for growing grapes which end up balanced
between ripe sugars (which will equate to alcohol in the wine) and crisp acidity is
a difference between day time and night time temperatures – or, diurnal shift.
Washington State has some of the most dramatic fluctuations of any wine region
in the world. There is up to 40º F difference between high day and low night time
temps!
Activity
Planting
Fermenting
Growing
Bottling
Pruning
Harvesting

Month of the year
January
August
March
February
June
August-November

CLIMATE CHALLENGES
 Winter Freeze: Eastern Washington faces sustained winter freezes low enough to
kill vines to the ground once every 7 years or so. Methods such as layering
(planting a living vine below the ground level for protection) are employed to
combat this problem. The ever-present threat of severe winter frost has influenced
viticultural practices including the adoption of wind turbines to churn and circulate

air in the vineyard. In the late 20th century, many producers began adapting
Russian vine-training techniques for fan-training which promotes better air
circulation among the vine so cold air doesn't settle on the vine.
 Global Warming: A fact of life starting in the late 1990’s, this trend looks to
continue, challenging existing warmer site areas to practice different canopy
training methods, clonal selection and water management. Being in such intense
sun, grapes face sun burn in increasingly warmer temperatures – also controlled
by canopy training. Alternative, cooler growing sites are also being explored
(whether due to latitude, altitude or aspect).
 Soils with Lack of Organic Nutrients: Eastern Washington’s soils require some
fertilizing components, being so nutrient poor. There is a strong presence of
organic composts and teas being utilized throughout the state as sustainability and
vitality of the soil depends upon them. Chemical fertilizers are growing less and
less prevalent.
Washington Wine Production Statistics
Second in the United States only to California in premium wine production, the state of
Washington has come such a long way so rapidly that even most residents have no idea
that the wines made in their own backyard generate millions of dollars in sales each year
and are highly respected around the world.
Washington has nine officially recognized appellations (American Viticultural Areas) that
began with the Yakima Valley AVA in 1983. Since then five other appellations have joined,
most of them in the eastern half of the state. Only one region, the Puget Sound AVA, is
west of the Cascade mountain range and only produces about 1% of the state’s wines.

In 2002 and again in 2003, Washington winery Quilceda Creek was singled out for critical
acclaim so rare, it has only happened to a handful of wines in the world. Famed critic
Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate gave the 2002 and 2003 Cabernet Sauvignon from
Quilceda Creek a perfect 100-point score. Many other Washington wines also score
consistently high marks from Parker and other critics across the spectrum. Now firmly
established as a wine-growing region that can compete with any on the world stage, the
future for Washington wines has never looked brighter.
In 2008, Washington had more than 550 wineries in operation producing over twenty
varietals. Leading reds include Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah, Cabernet Franc and
Sangiovese. Leading whites include Chardonnay, Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon,
and Viognier. About 57% of the wines produced in 2007 were red versus about 43%
white.
The trend for quality wine production started by a few home winemakers and visionary
farmers has become a respected and influential $4.8 billion-plus industry within
Washington State. Washington wine is available in 50 states and more than 100
international markets. Washington ranks second nationally for premium wine production
and over 50,000 acres are planted to vinifera grapes. Over 40% of these vines have been
planted in the last 10 years as the industry rapidly expands. Significant developments in
Washington State include the formation of the Washington State Wine Commission,
a unified marketing and trade association, in 1987. In 2003, the Washington Wine Institute
and its educational partners celebrated the state’s $2.3 million investment (per biennium)
to create new 2-year and 4-year degree programs supporting Washington’s growing wine
industry. The program provides an educated work force to satisfy the needs of the
growing industry. A degree program, ongoing education and research enhance the state’s
reputation as a quality wine-producing region. In 2011, the industry voted to increase their
annual assessments to help fund a world-class Wine Science Center at Washington State
University opened in June 2015.
View AVAs and Washington weather data on our Interactive AVA Map
WASHINGTON STATE WINE TABLE FAST FACTS
Characteristics
Rank
wineries
grape growers
Varieties produced
AVAs
Ratio Red to White wine
Wine Production
Economic wine market

Value
2nd largest producer in
US
940+
350+
Nearly 70
14
64% red to 36% white
Approx. 17.5 million
cases
$4.8 Billion

Washington produces nearly 70 wine grape varieties - a ratio of about 36% white and
64% red. As the industry matures and experiments, it finds many grape varieties that
thrive throughout Washington's micro-climates.
 RIESLING
One of the first grape varieties grown in Washington, the state's Rieslings tend to be
very floral in the nose, with vivid apricot, peach and apple flavors. Occasionally, the
"noble rot" works its magic on Riesling, concentrating the sugars and flavors to
produce a late-harvest wine of incomparable intensity. When the conditions are right,
Washington vintners also produce incredible ice wines from Riesling, as well as other
varietals. Most Washington Rieslings are vinted in a dry to off-dry style to accompany
food. Production 2,468 hectares.
 CHARDONNAY
Chardonnay is one of the best manifestations of the state's special winemaking
character. While the varietal is noted in many other regions as a rich and powerful
wine, Washington Chardonnays are often distinctively crisp and delicate, like fresh
apples. Oak is often used with a lighter touch, showing off the varietal character. Also,
some wineries use secondary malolactic fermentation to add rich vanillin and buttery
nuances. Production 2,996 hectares
 CABERNET SAUVIGNON
The king of the red grapes grows magnificently in Washington. The heady, fruity
character of this complex grape develops slowly. In its youth, the wine appears more
subtle and restrained than Washington Merlots. Its character can emerge as black
currants, cherry, berry, chocolate, leather, mint, herbs, bell pepper or any combination
of these. This wine ages beautifully. Frequently, several years of bottle aging are
needed for the wine to show at its best. Many of the state's vintners employ traditional
blending practices, adding Merlot or Cabernet Franc to the wine. Production
7,498 hectares.
 MERLOT
Washington Merlot, with its cherry flavors and aroma, tends to be more full-bodied,
moderately tannic and slightly higher in alcohol than its Bordeaux cousins, and higher
in acidity than those from California. Traditionally used in blends, Merlot gained
popularity bottled on its own in the early 1970s. It captured center stage as
Washington's star varietal almost 15 years after its first commercial release in 1976.
Washington Merlot is known for its sweet cherry and berry flavors and complex
aromas that include mint, cigar box, and sweet spices like nutmeg and cardamom.
Production 3,650 hectares.
 SYRAH

A relative newcomer to Washington State, the Syrah grape has seen a substantial
increase in acreage in the past few years. Syrah is just one of the Rhone varieties
gaining popularity in Washington State. A spicy, rich, complex varietal, Syrah grapes
turn into big, dark, intensely concentrated wines with aromas and flavors of
blackberries, black currants, roasted coffee, tobacco and leather. Production
1,847 hectares.

WINES SELECTED
Chateau Ste Michelle. Riesling Dry, 2017. Columbia Valley. 89 pts. Wine
Enthusiast.

Chateau Ste. Michelle/Rhone’s Michel Gassier. The Pundit 2016 Syrah. Columbia
Valley. 90 points

The color is deep ruby with garnet highlights. Raspberry jam and citrus with soy and
earthy undertone aromas are complemented by a brambly, subtle meaty character. A
smooth mouthfeel glides into a long silky finish with flavors of juicy blueberry, hints of
tobacco and subtle gamey undertones.
While it is legally Syrah, this wine also showcases the synergy among three other
contributing varieties as the Viognier (2%) is co-fermented with the Syrah and blended
with Grenache (4%) and Mourvèdre (4%) round out this wine, providing lovely accents.
The aromas show notes of flower, orange peel, raspberry candy, dried herb and cherry.
The palate is full bodied and rich, with the tannins bringing some grip. Raspberry notes
linger on the finish.

The 2016 Syrah The Pundit is more streamlined yet has good complexity in its dark
berry fruits, ground herbs, and peppery aromas and flavors. Medium bodied, silky and
elegant on the palate, with fine tannins, it offers plenty of upfront charm today but also
has the balance and length to evolve nicely for 4-6 years.

By the looks of it, Ste. Michelle Wine Estates can help do for Syrah
what it has done with Riesling. Here’s another example of Chateau Ste.
Michelle head winemaker Bob Bertheau collaborating with European
experts to create a gateway example of a variety that the majority of
American consumers aren’t overly familiar with, offer it at an affordable
price and produce it on a large scale. In the case of The Pundit,
Bertheau teams up with Rhône native Michel Gassier and Phillipe
Cambie, who describes himself as “a man of the Mediterranean”. The
influence of new French oak (23%) over 13 months shows with the
bittersweet chocolate and toast aromas that include blueberry cobbler
and black cherry. There’s a payday on the palate from each of those
notes as the dark fruit spills across with pleasing weight. A nice tug of
tannin of comes across as a nibble of blackcurrant skin with the juice
to match, followed by the underlying gaminess that often comes with
Syrah. Production: 25,175 cases. Alcohol: 14.5%
Chateau Ste. Michelle’s Head Winemaker Bob Bertheau and his
Washington team, along with Rhône valley collaborators, winemaker
Michel Gassier and enology consultant Philippe Cambie, have combined their experience
to produce two wines: Tenet GSM (Grenache, Syrah, Mourvèdre) and The Pundit Syrah.

Philippe and Michel provide expertise and use local techniques honed through centuries
of experience with Rhône grapes in their birthplace, while the Chateau Ste. Michelle team
provides expert knowledge of Washington fruit and the best in modern winemaking
techniques. The combination of the two approaches produces wines that are balanced
and vibrant and have a true sense of place. The goal is to break the old paradigms and
have people look at Syrah and other Rhône varieties in a new light, leaving old prejudices
behind. They share the strong belief (or “tenet”) that Syrah and its Rhône brethren can
thrive in the Columbia Valley.

Chateau Ste. Michelle. Canoe Rudge Estate Merlot 2013. Horse Heaven Hill. 92 points
Wine Spectator.

Canvasback. Cabernet Sauvignon 2015. Red Mountain.
Home to some of Washington State’s most celebrated vineyards, Red Mountain is
renowned for Cabernet Sauvignon. With ideal southwest-facing slopes and significant
day and nighttime temperature swings, this small but highly prized area in Eastern
Washington produces exceptional wines. Named for the Canvasback duck, which is
native to the Pacific Flyway, this wine was crafted from grapes cultivated by some of Red
Mountain’s finest growers. With Canvasback, our aim is to express and develop the
depth, structure and sophistication that define wines from this young and exciting
appellation.
WINE PROFILE
Production Notes
Varietal Content: 81% Cabernet Sauvignon, 11% Merlot, 3% Petit Verdot, 3% Malbec,
2% Cabernet Franc; Cooperage: 20 months in barrel 98% French oak, 2% American 42%
new, 22% second, 36% neutral
Winemaker Notes
Showing the warmth and generosity of the growing season, this wine offers effusive
aromas of Bing cherry, ripe strawberry and plum. As it evolves, additional aromas of
molasses and ginger reveal themselves, along with a savory whiff of sagebrush that
echoes Red Mountain’s desert environment. On the palate, the wine has notable
presence and depth. The entry is creamy and fine-grained, and a voluminous mid-palate
displays gorgeous flavors of black plum, marionberry and grenadine, with notes of nutmeg
and hazelnut adding complexity to the juicy fruit.
Production
While 2015 will go in the books as the earliest Washington grape harvest on record, it will
also be remembered for its remarkable quality. A warm spring led to a very early
budbreak, followed by ideal weather during bloom. With consistently hot summer weather,
we tailored our canopy management to preserve shade on the fruit, while carefully timing
our irrigation to protect the vines. A cooldown in the run-up to harvest slowed ripening,
and allowed us to pick pristine grapes at a leisurely pace. With lovely balance and
freshness, these grapes ultimately yielded wines of power and grace.

WINE SPECS
Vintage………….. 2015
Varietal……...…. Cabernet Sauvignon
Appellation...... Red Mountain
Harvest Date.... August 31 – October 10, 2015
Sugar............... 26.6° Brix at harvest
Acid.................. 0.63g/100 ml titratable acidity
pH.................... 3.81
Alcohol %......... 14.5
Varietal Content
81% Cabernet Sauvignon, 11% Merlot, 3% Petit
Verdot, 3% Malbec, 2% Cabernet Franc
Harvest Information
Appellation: Red Mountain
18 vineyards harvested
Harvest Dates: August 31 – October 10, 2015
Cooperage
20 months in barrel 98% French oak, 2%
American 42% new, 22% second, 36% neutral.

